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Algorithmic Bias
Safeguards
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Overview

DISCLAIMER TO THE ALGORITHMIC BIAS SAFEGUARDS FOR WORKFORCE
These Algorithmic Bias Safeguards for Workforce
(“Safeguards”) are made available to you solely
for informational purposes. The Safeguards,
which include the “Evaluation” “Education and
Assessment,” “Scorecard,” and “Implementation
Guidance” documents and materials, and all
associated documents and materials made available
to you in connection therewith, were created by the
Data & Trust Alliance to facilitate the collection of
information from potential vendors regarding their
potential to introduce unfair bias into workforce
processes. The Safeguards are intended solely for
consideration as a supplement to your existing
vendor selection procedures. You remain free not
to use the Safeguards or to use only part of the
Safeguards. Any conclusion or action taken by you
in connection with your use of the Safeguards shall
be and is made or taken in your sole discretion. In
no event shall any such conclusion or action be
construed as reflecting the opinion, endorsement
or direction of the Data & Trust Alliance. By using
the Safeguards, you hereby agree not to make any
statement, directly or indirectly, contrary to the
foregoing.
The Safeguards do not constitute legal or other
professional advice. The Data & Trust Alliance is not
a law firm and is not engaged in the practice of law or
providing legal services. All legal questions regarding
whether and how to use the Safeguards, including
any information collected in connection therewith,
should be directed to legal counsel retained by you.
The Data & Trust Alliance does not, and will
not, provide advice to you about your business
relationships with individual vendors. You are free
to decide your own hiring, advancement, data
use, AI, procurement, HR and vendor policies. In
connection with, and as a condition to, your use of
the Safeguards, you agree not to share non-public
information with other members of the Data &
Trust Alliance about your internal decision making
procedures, individual employment candidates or
individual vendors (including without limitation
completed vendor questionnaires, scorecards,
pricing or technical aspects of vendor software)
and you shall not collectively with such other
members refuse to deal with individual vendors
or certain categories of vendors. While the Data
& Trust Alliance intends to collect your feedback
about the Safeguards, it will not collect feedback
about individual vendors and any feedback will only
be published by the Data & Trust Alliance on an
aggregated basis.
The Data & Trust Alliance does not warrant
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of
the Safeguards or any information collected in
connection therewith and undertakes no obligation
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to update the Safeguards at any subsequent time
or in response to any subsequent developments.
You should not and are not authorized to rely on
the Safeguards and your use of the Safeguards and
any such information is strictly at your own risk.
The Data & Trust Alliance disclaims all liability
and responsibility arising from any reliance placed
on the Safeguards or any information collected
in connection therewith, or by anyone who may
be informed of any of the Safeguards’ contents or
responses thereto.
YOUR USE OF THE SAFEGUARDS, INCLUDING
BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY INFORMATION
COLLECTED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, IS
AT YOUR OWN RISK. THE SAFEGUARDS ARE
PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT ANY
WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PROVIDED
BY LAW, THE DATA & TRUST ALLIANCE HEREBY
DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND,
WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR
OTHERWISE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, NONINFRINGEMENT, AND FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PROVIDED BY LAW, IN
NO EVENT WILL THE DATA & TRUST ALLIANCE,
ITS AFFILIATES OR THEIR LICENSORS, SERVICE
PROVIDERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, OFFICERS,
MANAGERS, OR DIRECTORS BE LIABLE FOR
DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, UNDER ANY LEGAL
THEORY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH YOUR USE OF THE SAFEGUARDS
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY
INFORMATION COLLECTED, OR THE FAILURE
TO COLLECT INFORMATION, IN CONNECTION
THEREWITH, INCLUDING ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO PERSONAL INJURY, PAIN AND
SUFFERING, EMOTIONAL DISTRESS, LOSS OF
REVENUE, LOSS OF PROFITS, LOSS OF BUSINESS
OR ANTICIPATED SAVINGS, LOSS OF USE, LOSS
OF GOODWILL, LOSS OF DATA, AND WHETHER
CAUSED BY TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
BREACH OF CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, EVEN
IF FORESEEABLE.
The Data & Trust Alliance name and the Data &
Trust Alliance logo are trademarks of the Data &
Trust Alliance. All other names, logos, product
and services names, designs and slogans are the
trademarks of their respective owners.
©2022 Data & Trust Alliance
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I N T RO D U C T I O N

Thank you for your interest in the Data & Trust Alliance and
the Algorithmic Bias Safeguards for Workforce.
The Data & Trust Alliance brings together leading businesses and
institutions across multiple industries to learn, develop, and adopt
responsible data and AI practices.
As part of the D&TA initiative on Algorithmic Safety, the Algorithmic
Bias Safeguards for Workforce are designed for HR teams to evaluate
vendors on their ability to detect, mitigate and monitor algorithmic
bias in workforce decisions.
As norms around algorithmic systems and algorithmic bias change,
these materials will evolve. We anticipate updates to the Safeguards
as the use of these criteria matures, and as industry adapts.
We welcome feedback and your engagement. If you are interested
in accessing the Safeguards, please contact us at
algorithmicbias@dataandtrustalliance.org.
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ABOUT

About the Data &
Trust Alliance

The Data & Trust Alliance is a not-for-profit consortium established
in September 2020. It brings together leading businesses and
institutions to learn, develop and adopt responsible data and AI
practices. It is co-chaired by Ken Chenault, chairman of General
Catalyst and former chairman and CEO of American Express, and
Sam Palmisano, former chairman and CEO of IBM.
dataandtrustalliance.org

5M
employed by Alliance
member organizations

Member Companies & Institutions (as of January 2022)

$ 3 . 6T+
market capitalization of
Alliance companies
$1.6T+
revenue of
Alliance companies
in 2020
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About the
Algorithmic Bias
Safeguards for
Workforce

Businesses and institutions are increasingly applying data, algorithms
and AI to support their workforce decisions—from hiring and
promotion to productivity and compensation.01
These technologies help identify talent in larger and more diverse
pools of candidates, better match the right talent to the right
opportunity, personalize employee experiences, and automate routine
tasks to free up time for more meaningful work.
However, these technologies also come with risks. Alliance member
organizations identified unfair bias as one of the highest risks when
using these technologies in workforce.
Most of the algorithmic systems used to support workforce decisions
are introduced and maintained by vendors—including software
providers, professional networking sites, consultants, and recruiting
firms.
This prompted the Alliance to develop the Algorithmic Bias Safeguards
for Workforce—criteria and education for HR teams to evaluate
vendors on their ability to detect, mitigate and monitor algorithmic
bias in workforce decisions.02

01

The Safeguards use the terms algorithmic system, AI, AI system, model, and algorithmic decision-making/decision
support system collectively and interchangeably to cover several related but distinct terms, including algorithms, statistics,
rules, artificial intelligence, machine learning, deep learning, and neural networks, as applicable. Briefly, an algorithm is a finite
series of well-defined, computer-implementable instructions or rules. While all AI uses algorithms, not all algorithms use
AI. AI in turn includes machine learning, and machine learning in turn includes deep learning. See for example, Rebecca Kelly
Slaughter, Algorithms and Economic Justice, 23 Yale J.L. & Tech. Special Issue 1, 2 (2021).

02

The Safeguards define algorithmic bias as predictions or outputs from algorithmic systems that exhibit unjustified
differential treatment between two groups. When these groups are distinguished by legally protected characteristics such as
disability, race, age, or sex, algorithmic bias may lead to unlawful discrimination. Addressing the problem of algorithmic bias
therefore reduces the risk of engaging in unlawful discrimination.

Data & Trust Alliance
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Safeguards
Goals

The Alliance has three principal goals in the development and
distribution of these Safeguards:
1.

Adoption. Use of these Safeguards across industries will help
establish bias mitigation as a key criteria for developing, selecting
and safely operating algorithmic systems in HR.

2. Learning. We intend to learn from implementation and emerging
best practices, and evolve the Safeguards over time.
3. Partnership with vendors. This work is designed to support both
buyers and vendors. This requires collaboration, partnership, and
consistent feedback.

Adapting the
Safeguards

Organizations are at different stages in their uses of algorithmic
systems. Some have robust algorithmic governance processes while
others are early in their journey. Not all organizations or vendors are
equipped to complete the comprehensive evaluation.
The Safeguards are designed to be used in their complete form, but
can be adapted to fit existing systems. An abbreviated Evaluation
of 20 questions (from the original 55) is available for foundational
compliance.

Data & Trust Alliance
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Components of
the Algorithmic
Bias Safeguards
for Workforce

The Algorithmic Bias Safeguards for Workforce include four
components to support organizations that will implement these
safeguards into their systems—so they can evaluate potential vendors
on their ability to detect, mitigate, and monitor algorithmic bias.

01 Evaluation
55 questions in 13 categories for completion by the HR vendor.
Answers are not shared among member companies.
02 Education & Assessment
To enhance algorithmic literacy and to provide detailed guidance
for HR teams assessing vendor responses to the Evaluation.
03 Scorecard
To qualitatively grade and compare vendors and document issues.
04 Implementation Guidance
For integrating the Safeguards into an organization’s systems.
The Safeguards supplement member companies’ vendor
selection procedures.

Data & Trust Alliance
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01
Evaluation

The Evaluation is a set of questions to evaluate HR vendors on their
ability to detect, mitigate, and monitor algorithmic bias—55 questions
across 13 categories, designed for use in the RFI/RFP process.

00

Category

What the category evaluates

Applicability of the
Evaluation

Does the offering employ an algorithmic system?
Does the offering influence employment decisions?
Offerings that do not apply will not need to complete
the Evaluation.

Value Proposition
01

Purpose & Business Value

How is the system meant to be used, and what
business value does it provide?

Addressing Bias Across System Lifecycle
02

Model Design & Training
Data

What measures are taken to detect and mitigate
bias in (1) the data used to train the model and (2)
the design of the model itself?

03

Model Training

How is bias minimized while ensuring maximum
performance during the model training stage?

04

Bias Testing

Which legally required and emergent best practice
tests are used to detect bias?

05

Bias Remediation &
Business Justification

What approaches are used to remediate bias?
What is the business justification for any remaining
bias?

06

Deployment & Monitoring

What practices are used to mitigate bias during
deployment, as well as ongoing practices to
monitor bias in the system?

Addressing Bias Through Organizational Practices

Data & Trust Alliance

07

Performance

What measures have been taken (and what
documentation is available) to demonstrate that
the system performs as intended, and as claimed?

08

Governance

What governance procedures are in place to
insulate against the legal and ethical risk resulting
from bias in the system?

09

Transparency &
Accountability

How are transparency, explainability, and override
enabled within the system?

10

Compliance,Standards,
Insurance, and
Certifications

How well are legal liabilities and related compliance
practices understood and addressed?

11

Education

How thorough is the education for both your
organization, and the buyer organization, to
properly use the system and mitigate bias?

12

Ethics & Diversity
Commitments

What are commitments to ethical practice—and
how have they translated into practice?

13

Accommodations &
Alternatives

How does the system account for users with
varying needs and disabilities—and how are
alternatives and opt-in/-out provided, when needed
or requested?

Algorithmic Bias Safeguards for Workforce
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02
Education &
Assessment

The Education & Assessment is designed to (1) help an HR buyer
or vendor selection teams build a baseline of algorithmic literacy
and familiarize themselves with algorithmic bias and (2) assess
vendor responses to the Evaluation.
It includes an algorithmic bias primer, an overview of key terms, and
deep-dives on each question, providing guidance on how to assess
vendor responses.

Key takeaway
A high-level description of the
question in plain language

Explanation of question
An overview that explains why the
question matters, shares foundational
concepts, and outlines risks

Assessment guidance
For each question, guidance is
provided around how to interpret a
vendor’s answers—from highest
bias risk (red) to moderate biasrisk (yellow) to lowest-risk (green)
answers.

Data & Trust Alliance
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03
Scorecard

The Scorecard is designed to help reviewers qualitatively grade
and compare vendor responses to each question in the Evaluation.
The scoring can help a reviewer flag which vendors should be
advanced or challenged on the basis of algorithmic bias mitigation
practices. The Scorecard is not designed as a stand-alone decision
tool, but rather helps inform a wider qualitative assessment of
a vendor and their offering.

Scorecard | Algorithmic Bias Evaluation for Workforce
Completed for:

Name of RFI/RFP

Topic

Q#

Question

0.1

Use of Algorithmic Systems

Topic 00:
Applicability
of the Evaluation

0.2

Vendor B

Vendor C

Vendor D

Vendor E

…

…

…

…

…

Topics & Questions

1.1

System Purpose

1.2

Intended Uses

0.1

1.3

Function
Human Review

1.6

Business/Organization Value

2.1

0.2

1.1

System Purpose

1.2

Intended Uses

1.3

Application(s) of Algorithmic
Systems

Protected Class Information
Biometric Data
Potential Proxies

2.9

In-Processing Mitigation
Alternative Models

4.2

Traditional Bias Testing

4.3

Additional Bias Testing

4.1

4.4

Proxy Testing
Post-processing Remediation

5.2

Design Remediation

5.3

Business Justification

6.1

Performance Monitoring

6.2

Bias Monitoring

6.3

Differences between Training Data
& Deployment Data

Addressing Bias Through Organizational Practices

Topic 07
Performance

7.1

Benchmarks

7.2

Performance Testing

7.3

Domain Testing
Verification

Topic 09
Transparency
& Accountability

Limited Use
Impact & Risk Assessments

Model Documentation
Third-party Components

9.1

High-level Interpretation

9.2

Explainability

Recourse, Appeal & Override
Incident Reporting

10.2

EEOC Compliance (U.S.)

10.3

Validity & Effectiveness

Topic 11
Education

11.1

Instructions & Education

11.2

Software Documentation

Topic 12
Ethics & Diversity
Commitments
Topic 13
Accomodations &
Alternatives

12.1

NA

Lack of clarity and specificity; long answers that include disclaimers or
qualifications. Be careful if the answer is heavily caveated or the
theory of how the product works is long or complicated.

Vendor establishes clear relationships between each use case and
its applications, and provides a succinct description of the algorithmic
function.

No human intervention.

Humans are involved, but the ability to review all the decision steps
employed by the AI isn't fully transparent.

Personnel Roles
Ethics & Diversity Commitments

Answers link to business value and goals, but do not have clear
examples (or documentation) of how this business value is delivered
in practice

Alternatives to System
Access & Requirements

Vendor provides a clear and supported explanation of the
relationship between the AI application and its stated business value
proposition, and has a clearly defined positive return on investment.
For example, “Automatically screening resumes for a job in order to
reduce manual HR time spent screening resumes” is a succinct and
clear business value proposition.

2.1

Model Design

Model design/outputs are based on well defined business goals, but
there is no evidence of a clear process to protect against bias in the
design phase

Connections between the model target and the model’s intended use
that could privilege certain groups over others (i.e., model trained on
institutional affiliation to determine whether a candidate possesses
the requisite skill set or aptitude for the job).

Use of past hiring, employment, and promotion data (this will usually
accompany or imply a problematic model target such as general
“hireability” or “promotability,” or “should we hire (or promote) based
on profiles of past success in hiring/employment (or promotion)?”

TOTALS

TOTALS

TOTALS

TOTALS

TOTALS

Green

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

High-risk Flags

0

0

0

0

0
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Scorecard Sheet
A tally sheet to grade
and compare vendors

2.2–
2.4

Training Data Sourcing, Fitness
for Purpose,
Representativeness

2.5

Training Data Clustering &
Segmentation

NA

Tally flags at the bottom of the Scorecard. Any red or least acceptable practices should prompt further discussion
with internal stakeholders and/or vendor towards potential mitigating steps.

Following discussions with stakeholders, suggest vendors for advancement,
review, or dismissal.

4

The more red flags or overall red assessments a vendor accumulates, the less suitable it is for advancement.
Risk and liability must be balanced against business utility and business value.

The more green answers a vendor accumulates, the more the vendor should be considered sophisticated or advanced in
the area of bias mitigation (and may be sophisticated, in general). These vendors should be prioritized and advanced to the
next stages of procurement.

Detailed documentation of data lineage.

The vendor has a clear approach to reviewing, monitoring, and
updating the data; the vendor enables easy updates, refreshes, and
retraining of the system to keep it up-to-date and performing well on
future, unseen data points.

Vendor includes no indication that data consent was sought.

The highest performers will have data that includes only consented
data.

Clusters or segments have no obvious proxy linkage, but are not
tested to prove that they are not proxies.

Vendor shares a clustering or modeling strategy that is commonly
used, with responses that share a clear, knowledgeable
understanding of clustering or segmentation.
Clusters are actively monitored and tested to ensure they are not
proxies.

Page 2 of 9

Assessment
Guidance
Assessment guidance
from Education
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Red answers in areas that implicate higher ethical risk, legal risk, or potential for consumer harm (the highlighted and
bolded "flag" questions in the first Scorecard tab) should be considered red flags.

Dated to track relevancy.

Vendor has used third-party data without being able to indicate
access to documentation and/or clear records of the data.

Segments and clusters are protected classes or common proxies.
(Protected class information should only be used for bias testing
purposes).

To support scoring choices, reviewers should reference the Education & Assessment document. Question-specific
answer guidance can be found on tab 2 of this Excel sheet (to note: Education & Assessment procides more robust
guidance for vendor evaluation).

The vendor training process has been regularly refreshed with new
data to ensure good performance on future, unseen data points.

Other potentially high-risk data inputs include personally identifiable
information and social media data.

Created by the Data Trust Alliance

Model design is well-defined and well-bounded (e.g., “Does this
person demonstrate sufficient experience across the financial sector
to handle an executive level role at a fintech company?")
Vendor provides extensive detail on model design decisions,
including considerations such as number of observations, choice of
target variable (the choice of “good” or “bad” output that enables the
algorithm to map to outcomes), and the type of learning that the
model demonstrates are examples of design-level decisions.

Targets that are vague or overly broad (e.g., hireability, personality,
or cultural fit).

For each vendor submission, for each question, the reviewer should score it a red (highest bias risk), yellow (moderate
bias risk), or green (lowest bias risk).

Tally high-risk flags.

3

Best answers provided here by vendors will help the company
document its own case for business value/utility in model
implementation, which will be key for legal defensibility in the event
liabilities arise.

Best answers will consider how the model improves upon human
alternatives, is preferable to alternatives, and offers public benefits
and any other nuance related to benefit and improvement.

Accomodations for Disabilities

13.2
13.3

2

There is a process for human review of algorithm or AI outputs.
Generally, once an applicant has engaged with an organization, a
human should be involved in analyzing AI outputs for final decisionmaking.
Controls exist to ensure humans are always involved in decisionmaking

Example:
“Monitoring existing employees’ social activities via their social media
accounts” does not have a clear business value proposition.

Model targets that imply an unfair or discriminatory outcome. For
example, a model target “Is this candidate similar to successful
candidates hired in the past?” can be discriminatory if past hiring
practices are usually heavily skewed in favor of one group of people
over another.

Appoint 1-3 individuals as reviewers.

Appoint however many individuals (or areas of expertise) your processes dictate are best to review each vendor response
to the Evaluation questions.

Score responses to questions, for each vendor submission.

The focus in these questions should be on clear, concise answers.
Vendors provide clear specification of the settings in which the
application is designed to perform effectively. The vendor is able to
effectively provide specifics as to users, targets, and conditions of
use.

Vendor only enables fully automated decisions being made about
candidates or employees. In the case of candidates, this might mean
fully automated decisions are being made after they have submitted
to an interview.

Bias Approach Across Offering Lifecycle

Red

Data & Trust Alliance

Business/Organization Value

Personnel Composition

12.2

1

NA

Failure to provide the information requested; use of overly conceptual
terms; reviewer is unable to understand the function/how.

Anything framing the above applications as revolutionary, sciencebased, or transformational indicates a willful lack of focus on
discriminatory harms in favor of using untested or disproven theories.

Ideally, vendors will provide information on existing use cases or
deployments to show that the product meets the stated business
value proposition.

Yellow

Created by the Data Trust Alliance

NA

NA

Vendor is unable to connect application to business value
proposition, or does not provide any data or examples to back up
claims. Problematic answers will be general instead of drawing on
details regarding why a specific AI application is poised to improve
upon existing practice, or do not detail a specific or positive return on
investment.

1.6

Warranties, Certification, Insurance & Standards

12.2
13.1

Human Review

Compliance with Applicable Laws & Regulations

Topic 10
Compliance, Standards,
Insurance & Certifications

10.4

If the answers to this question is no,
then vendors do not need to fill ou
the remainder of the Evaluation.
Only if vendors respond yes to
both 0.1 and 0.2 should they
complete the remainder of this
Evaluation.

Keywords & phrases: human-in-the-loop, intervenability.

Transparency Reporting

9.4
9.5
10.1

The relative risk and liability level of every vendor relationship is a choice each
organization must make individually.

Governance

8.3
8.4

9.3

Function

1.5

System Training

7.7
8.1
8.2

1.4

Audits

7.4
7.5
7.6

Topic 08
Governance

Green

Keywords & phrases: deep learning, facial recognition, personality
assessment, emotion or affect recognition, behavioral assessment.

Bias Mitigation Approach

5.1

Yellow

This Scorecard is designed to help reviewers assign a qualitative bias risk score
to a vendor's offering.

Use of deep learning, facial recognition technologies (FRTs), voice
analysis, or any other application that intends to infer internal traits
from outer expressions or biometric data is high risk and should
require extensive vetting; any response that implies any hidden use
of algorithms.

Pre-processing Mitigation

3.1
3.2

Topic 04
Bias Testing

Topic 06
Deployment & Monitoring

Recommendations Relating
to Employment Decisions

Training Data: Sourcing, Fitness for Purpose,
Representativeness
Training Data Clustering & Segmentation

2.6
2.7
2.8

Red

If the answer to this question is no,
then vendors do not need to fill out
the remainder of the Evaluation. For
vendors that provide a range or
suite of services and offerings to
meet your business needs, the
vendor should examine each
offering to see whether it uses any
type of algorithmic system, or
whether these features might be
available and used in the future.

Outlining Value

Model Design

2.2–
2.4
2.5

Topic 03
Model Training

Topic 05
Bias Remediation &
Business Justification

Use of Algorithmic Systems

Application(s) of Algorithmic Systems

1.4
1.5

Bias Approach Across Offering Lifecycle

Topic 02
Model Design
& Training Data

Answer Guidance

Other

Use of Evaluation

Recommendations Relating to Employment Decisions

Outlining Value

Topic 01
Purpose &
Business Value

Scorecard Instructions

Answer Guidance

Vendor A

Use of Evaluation

Data and Trust Alliance

1

Instructions
Guidance for use
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04
Implementation
Guidance

The Implementation Guidance supports bringing the Safeguards into
use in an organization. Designed for use by HR teams, procurement
practitioners, and governance committees, the Implementation
Guidance features instructions for each component of the Safeguards
and their intended use.
The Implementation Guidance also includes foundational overviews
of algorithmic systems and algorithmic bias, as well as support for
communicating about these topics within organizations and with
vendors.

Instructions for
implementation
Guidance around
operationalizing the
Safeguards

Data & Trust Alliance

Overview of
algorithmic bias
Algorithmic bias and
model lifecycle primer

Algorithmic Bias Safeguards for Workforce

Glossary
Key definitions to
ground best practice
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CO N T R I B U TO R S

Contributors

The Alliance engaged a breadth of background and expertise—from
algorithmic accountability to diversity, equity, and inclusion—in the
development of the Algorithmic Bias Safeguards for Workforce.

200+ experts

2,000+ hours

40%

from more than
15 industries

of interviews and
co-creation sessions

of contributors from
outside the Alliance

65 contributors

20+ vendors

from academia, government,
and civil society—advancing
ethics and technical
accountability

engaged in the
development process

Key Areas of Expertise
Other 12%

9.7% Algorithmic Accountability

Procurement 2.8%
Privacy + Global Affairs 4.1%
Policy 6.9%

28.6% Data & Technology

Model Evaluation 1.9%
Legal/Compliance 4.7%

Human Resources 23.6%

Data & Trust Alliance

Algorithmic Bias Safeguards for Workforce

5.7% DE&I
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Co-chairs
Leadership Council members of the Data & Trust Alliance
who shepherded this work.

Mike Capps, Diveplane,
Chairman & CEO

“For communication about
responsible data practices,
we must first have a shared
language. Then education,
especially in such a dynamic
field. Next, transparency of
vendor practices. And only
then can we all collaborate to
improve the state of the art.”
Dr. Michael Capps is a well-known
technologist and CEO of Diveplane
Corporation, a machine learning
platform company focused on
keeping humanity in AI. Before
co-founding Diveplane, Mike had a
legendary career in the videogame
industry as president of Epic Games,
makers of blockbusters Fortnite and
Gears of War. For his research in
VR, he was featured in SIGGRAPH’s
documentary on computer graphics
pioneers. He is a regular host of
multiple television series on the
Discovery and Science channels.

Data & Trust Alliance

Bob Darin, Healthcare Analytics
and Technology Executive, former
Chief Data & Analytics Officer,
CVS Health

“This is an accelerator—
it helps achieve commitments
to diversity and equity while
enabling broader use of AI
tools. The importance of this
initiative has been recognized
across the hundreds of people
that have helped develop
this, and it is an important
component of overall corporate
citizenship.”
Bob Darin is a nationally recognized
expert in healthcare analytics.
Most recently, he served as chief
data officer for CVS Health, and
has held executive positions at
Bupa Healthcare (UK) and Cardinal
Health. He has led the development
of data science applications across
healthcare settings, and is currently
working with several healthcare AI
growth-stage companies. Bob holds
an honors MBA from the University
of Chicago and received a degree
in economics from Harvard College.

Algorithmic Bias Safeguards for Workforce

Nuala O’Connor, Walmart Inc.,
SVP & Chief Counsel, Digital Citizenship

“This is not only an anti-bias
tool. It is an improved outcomes
tool—for a time in which talent
recruitment and retention
are becoming critical for
fairness, opportunity, and
future business success.”
Nuala O’Connor oversees the Digital
Citizenship team responsible for
advising Walmart on issues related
to privacy, data use and governance,
emerging technologies, cybersecurity,
and records management. She is a
member of the President’s Inclusion
Council focused on efforts to
promote inclusive environments
Before Walmart, Nuala served in
various privacy and trust leadership
roles across the public and private
sectors, including as the first
chief privacy officer for the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security.
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WO R K I N G G RO U P

Core Working Team
Experts drawn from Data & Trust Alliance member organizations,
responsible for originating and validating the Safeguards.

AI Model Evaluation

Data & AI

DE&I

Chris Kennedy, Regions Bank,
SVP, Strategic Initiatives, Technology
& Operations (former Deputy Head, AI
Model Evaluation)

Anshul Sheopuri, IBM,
VP & CTO, Data & AI, HR; IBM
Distinguished Engineer

Jonathan Beane, NFL,
SVP, Chief Diversity & Inclusion Officer

“Artificial intelligence and
machine learning can amplify,
often unintentionally, biased
or undesirable outcomes.
The initiative is one way to shine
a light on this risk and make it
easier to do the right thing.”

Data & Trust Alliance

“Trustworthy AI is not just
a nice to have but a societal
imperative to ensure equal
access to opportunity to all.
The potential of shaping the
future of AI deployed at scale
is an exciting yet humbling
experience.

“The Evaluation is a critical
tool that ensures technological
advancements are held to a
standard of fairness, equity,
and the opportunity for all
to be evaluated on the merits.
It addresses this for the tools
of today and, most importantly,
for the technological tools of
tomorrow.”

Human Resources

Legal & Compliance

Procurement

Esther Gallo, Mastercard,
SVP, Workforce Analytics and
Innovation

Kat Robison, Nike,
Associate General Counsel,
Global Privacy & Security

Matt Iannetta, CVS Health,
Sr. Director, Enterprise Modernization

“As HR professionals, we have
the responsibility to minimize
potential bias in our processes
and systems. Technology,
and especially AI, is going to
change how we operate in the
HR function, but we need
awareness of the associated
risks—and to also keep our
vendors accountable.”

“The initiative challenged us
to proactively consider how
to unlock the appropriate and
responsible use of AI within
our organization. The
Evaluation provides a usable
framework that helps us feel
confident that our use of AI
does not unintentionally
undermine our broader goals.”

Algorithmic Bias Safeguards for Workforce

“This initiative provided our
Procurement organization
with an effective evaluation
framework to ensure we partner
with suppliers that can
demonstrate the deployment
of responsible AI practices
within their organization.”
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Thank
You

Connect with Us
The Data & Trust Alliance will continue to
learn how these Safeguards meet the needs
of industry and the workforce. Contact us at
algorithmicbias@dataandtrustalliance.org.

Data & Trust Alliance

Algorithmic Bias Safeguards for Workforce
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